
Scientist/Client Name: Charles Wallace and Jessica Daignault

Meeting Date and Time: Monday, April 18, 4:30pm - 5pm

Meeting Location and Media: Zoom

Team Interview Roles

Host: Jenna Byron

Question Askers: Ethan Fournier, Nicole Wiszowaty, Brandon Hosang

Note Takers: Yaqirah Rice Siddhesh Mahadeshwar

Interview Questions:

JENNA: (Summarize)We want to go over the entire design as a whole today, but really
focussing on the implementation of the FEW impacts and make sure everything looks correct
since this is the main aspect of the game.

● *Ethan do a quick walkthrough of the game*
● After the walkthrough, mention how there was confusion during usability testing about

myplate categories. Then restate our implementation about the myplate categories and
show our solution( the new rules for the game.)

○ Implementation: A user must pick one item from every myplate category in order
to finish each level.

■ Could also visually divide up shelves to make the categories more clear.
○ New Rules: Show image of new rules

● Overall, does our implementation serve the intended purpose of educating middle school
students about the FEW impacts and their food choices?

● Going along with that, does the scoring system/time make sense for educational
purposes? Kinda already talked about.. Could still ask and say like you said we can add
more to final scores for teachers.

● Getting into final design changes, would you both like the individual items to be visually
shown in the cart, rather than shopping bags?

○ Alternatively, should there be an item in the cart that represents each myplate
category?

● Dr. Wallace mentioned some confusion with removing items from the cart. How would
you like users to be able to remove items from the cart? *Show how the game currently
works to remove items*

● Knowing we only have a week left for this project, what are some things you would like
us to ensure gets done for the design?

JENNA: Any other comments/questions? End meeting.






